The Convincing Ground Aboriginal massacre at Portland Bay, Victoria: fact or fiction?
Ian D Clark
In 2005 the so-called 'Aboriginal History wars' moved from Tasmania to a new convincing ground in Victoria. Michael Connor contested the historiography behind an alleged Aboriginal massacre at a site known as the 'Convincing Ground', at Allestree, on the coast some ten kilometres north of Portland. 1 The site came to public attention in January 2005 when Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Officers halted bulldozing and development work that had begun as part of a proposed coastal residential development.
2 It subsequently became the subject of a Federal Court Native Title case and a Victorian Civil Administrative Tribunal hearing. 3 The dispute with the residential developer was settled in February 2007 when it was agreed that an area of land that encompasses the Convincing Ground would be set aside as a reservation. 4 The purpose of this paper is to respond to Connor's critique that the massacre did not take place and that I have fabricated the story and embellished the narrative. The paper rebuts Connor's claims and others, by revisiting my earlier work on the Convincing Ground and by presenting new and important material. It examines the strategies Connor uses to claim the massacre could never have happened, and critiques his interpretation of the evidence. By identifying his key tactics and showing how he has deliberately set out to manipulate and misread the evidence, the paper deconstructs Connor's approach as a massacre denier.
narrative. All Clark has really achieved is the ruination of modern lives and the inflaming of dissension in a small coastal community. It is the incident he places at a locality named the Convincing Ground near Portland in Victoria. Clark's story is unfounded. After a committee of the Victorian Heritage Council heard evidence, and what appeared to be 'oral history' based on Clark's history, committee member Damien Cash, the only historian who heard the case, issued this dissenting comment which accurately sums up what has happened: 'the massacre claim was revealed a case study in the misuse of historical evidence, beginning with a series of errors made by Robinson in 1841-42, and then perpetuated through a series of unreasonable conclusions and other errors made by historians'. In this particular instance Richard Broome is involved in the mess these errors have caused, and rather than acting to set the record straight, he has contributed to Clark's misuse of sources himself adding an invented death toll of sixty people. 6 Connor contends here that false knowledge of the massacre has led to the 'ruination of modern lives and the inflaming of dissension in a small coastal community'. On the contrary, Connor's intervention has caused irreparable grief and harm. Connor's use of vituperative language is ultimately counterproductive to the investigation of massacre where a cool head and temperate language is critical. Semelin has argued that when '[c] onducting empirical case studies on a particular massacre', the 'facts need to be reconstructed almost as if they would in a police investigation'. 7 Connor implies that historians violently disagree with the evidence. As will be shown in this article, this is a simplistic assessment that assumes that history is a one-dimensional flat terrain in which certainty can be known. Ultimately this view is counterproductive to the investigation of massacre, which is typically a difficult task as 'massacre is often carried out in secret'.
8 Bain Attwood, in a public lecture in September 2005, on the release of his book Telling the Truth about Aboriginal History, raised some critical issues that take us to the heart of the debate over the Convincing Ground. He asked: a visit to Portland. He considered that it was a 'remarkable' place on the coast whose name originated from severe conflict between Aborigines and Europeans. Connor observes:
On the coast outside Portland in Victoria is a locality known as Convincing Ground. Scars in the Landscape played a role in placing a massacre as the origin of the place name. In the writings of the Chief Protector of the Aborigines George Robinson, was an after-dinner story of violence which he embroidered on, and which was, almost 150 years later, much improved by Ian Clark and other historians. The story Robinson was told by a white settler only emerged late in the twentieth century when transcriptions of his papers were made. 10 In this statement Connor is questioning first, the integrity of the informants; second, the situation in which the evidence was first presented, including Robinson's account; and third, my own account of the event. Let us take these issues in order. Connor questions the integrity of the people who attended the dinner and their 'after-dinner story of violence' by implying that all after dinner stories are unreliable. Connor conveniently overlooks the fact that the informants were the elite of the Portland district. Connor's view of Robinson's account is that it 'is interesting but as historical evidence it lacks clarity. Where it took place and how many people were involved is not clear. When it took place was not specified. Who, if anyone was injured is not suggested '. 11 He continues:
Neither Blair nor Tyers had long been in Portland. Both men were offering suggestions for the origin of the place name. Here, it is important to note, Blair did not say that the fight over the whale was the basis of the place name but 'some transactions with the natives of the kind mentioned'. 12 Connor claims that Robinson's 'story' only emerged late in the twentieth century, but on this point he is wrong as a survey of the publication of Robinson's material clearly shows. 13 Connor is using the tactic of deflection here, also known as 'furphies' or 'red herrings', to divert the reader away from considering critically important aspects of Robinson's evidence. Connor claims the incident did not become known until Robinson's journals were published in the late twentieth century. Robinson's references to the Convincing Ground were in his private journals for 1841 and 1842 and in an official report of his 1841 journey that he submitted to government in late 1842. The 1841 journal entries have been transcribed and published by Presland, and Clark, and the 1842 journal entries have been published by Clark. 14 Parts of Robinson's official report were published by Kenyon, and Learmonth, and the complete report has since been published by Clark. 15 Kenyon published an abridged version of the official report in 1928, and although he omitted as much as 50 per cent of its content, he did reproduce Robinson's discussion of the Convincing Ground. This would suggest that Kenyon is the first known published report of the incident. Thus Connor's assertion that the 'story Robinson was told by a white settler only emerged late in the twentieth century when transcriptions of his papers were made' is clearly incorrect.
Origin of name 'Convincing Ground'
A second example of deflection used by Connor is to focus on the dispute surrounding the origin of the name 'Convincing Ground'. He implies that if the name did not exist at the time of the incident, or that it had another meaning, then the massacre could not have taken place. Analysis will show that denying the name does not deny the massacre. There are at least four explanations of the origin and meaning of the place name 'Convincing Ground' found in primary and secondary literature relating to south-west Victoria. The first explanation involves Aboriginal people and whalers in disputation and has two variants: one found in Robinson's writings from 1841 and 1842 is that the dispute was over a beached whale; the other, presented by Critchett, is that the dispute was over whalers' abuse of Aboriginal women. 16 The second explanation, which Robinson sourced from CJ Tyers in 1841, is that the name originated from whalers choosing that site to settle their disputes. It was repeated by Dunderdale and by Moorhouse. 17 A third explanation promoted by local historian JG Wiltshire in 1976 is that it originated from Major Thomas Mitchell's visit to Portland Bay during his 1836 'Australia Felix' expedition. Local historian JM MacKenzie has suggested a fourth explanation that it was a 'whalers term for his outdoor factory' where whale oil was 'tryed out of the blubber', but no other authority has supported this explanation.
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Dispute between Aborigines and whalers over a beached whale
George Augustus Robinson is the sole source of this explanation, based on information given to him by Edward Henty and James Blair in 1841 during a visit to Portland when he was touring the Western District of the Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate. Robinson was given two explanations, however he 15 Kenyon 1928; Learmonth 1934; Clark 1990b Clark , 2001 . 16 Critchett 1990 . 17 Dunderdale 1973 [1870 Mr Edward Henty and Mr Blair called and spent the afternoon. We had tea and coffee, wines and dessert after dinner. Mr Henty said the Blacks at Mt Clay are a bad set and he did not think I should get a communication with them. I said I did not lay wagers but I could venture to do so in this case; that I should get to them. He related one story of their badness. He said that some time ago, I suppose two or three years, a whale broke from her moorings and went on shore. And the boats 20 went in to get it off, when they were attack by the natives who drove them off. He said the men were so enraged that they went to the head station 21 for their firearms and then returned to the whale, when the natives again attack them. And the whalers then let fly, to use his expression, right and left upon the natives. He said the natives did not go away but got behind trees and threw spears and stones. They, however, did not much molest them after that.
There is a spot on the north shore, where the try 22 works are I think, which is called the 'Convincing Ground' and I was informed that it got its name from some transactions 23 with the natives of the kind mentioned, so Mr Blair said. Mr Tyers however said it was because when the whalers 24 had any disputes they went on shore and there settled it by fighting. I however think the former the most feasibly, especially after what Mr Henty himself stated. 25 19 Surveyor Charles Tyers arrived at Portland on 14 November 1840; Daniel Primrose was described by Robinson as clerk of the bench, sub-collector of customs and postmaster; and Edward Henty arrived at Portland on 19 November 1834. James Blair was appointed Magistrate at Portland Bay in 1840 and arrived at the Bay in October 1840 (Bride 1983: 176) . 20 Connor mistranscribes this as 'boat' -it is most certainly 'boats'. Peel (1996: 24) , in a discussion of whaling at Portland, has noted that a 'whaling party conventionally consisted of three boats, or four where the competition was strong'. She notes that whale boats were usually manned by five oarsmen and a headsman except when competition increased when a boat with seven or more oarsmen might be used. 21 Connor (2007: 1) comments 'the word "station" is incorrect. Robinson's writing is unclear and I suggest the word may be "flenser", so that the men went to the "head flenser" for arms. If this reading is correct, it suggests that in this whaling station guns were secured by a responsible person. It also suggests that Henty had reasonably detailed knowledge of the event'. Connor's reading is incorrect: the word is clearly 'station' -the letter he takes to be 's' is most certainly the consonant 't'. It has the t cross bar that is not found in the consonant 's'. 22 Connor (2007: 1) correctly transcribed this as 'try'; earlier transcriptions by Presland (1980) and Clark (1998 Clark ( , 2000a had 'big'. 23 The manuscript reads 'transactions'. This is the only time the particle 's' is used; in all later discussions Robinson uses the singular. 24 Connor correctly transcribed this as 'whalers'; it was mistranscribed as 'whites' by Presland (1980) and Clark (1998 Clark ( , 2000a 26 from the fish, when the natives, not knowing their intentions and supposing they intended to take away the fish which the natives considered theirs and which it had been for 1000 of years previous, they of course resisted the aggression on the part of the white men. 27 It was the first year of the fishery, 28 and the whalers having used their guns beat them off and hence called the spot the Convincing Ground. That was because they convinced them of their mistake and which, but for their firearms, they perhaps could not have done. 29 Connor's commentary on this entry is that:
Robinson has expanded on the whale incident. He offered no sources for the new information or suppositions he was adding to the original story. … The original 'aggression' in Henty's story had been on the part of the Aborigines, Robinson now transferred that to the whalers. If the Aborigines in Henty's story were from the local area, though they may not have been, they would have known that the whalers were only after part of the whale. 'It was the first year of the fishery' may be an invention on the part of Robinson and is little help in dating the incident for it is uncertain what fishery he was referring to. 30 Connor reveals here that he is an eisegete, in that he dismisses or ignores parts of the evidence that do not suit his argument. Connor assumes that the Aboriginal people would have known that all they had to do was wait till the whalers had finished with the beached whale and it would have been theirs without interruption (a la Mitchell's 1836 account of the sagacity of the Aborigines in waiting for discarded whale carcass). Yet, that assumes that the Aborigines had previously seen whalers flensing beached whale, and this might well be the 26 Whalebone is also known as baleen. 27 See Clarke 2001 . Mark Staniforth (2008 has commented that 'Groups of Indigenous people in Australia had utilised beached (or stranded) whales as a food source long before permanent European settlement in 1788 and whale strandings were occasions for feasting'. Especially, since whale meat was a rich source of protein for Aboriginal groups (Staniforth 2008: 130) . Anderson (2006: 137) has noted that archaeological evidence in the Portland area demonstrates Aboriginal use of coastal areas and occupation for at least 12,000 years. 28 Edward Henty landed in Portland Bay on 19 November 1834 (Learmonth 1970: 3) . William
Dutton settled permanently in Portland Bay in 1828, and settled at Double Corner in 1829. Presland (1980) mistranscribed this sentence as 'It was the first guns of the fishery'. This subsequently misled research by Critchett (1990) and Clark (1995) . The sentence was transcribed correctly by Clark (1998 Clark ( , 2000a point of the Convincing Ground incident: that because it occurred in the first year of the fishery it might have involved the first clash over a beached whale that had been harpooned. Hence the importance for the whalers of making a stand and convincing the Aborigines that they no longer had free access to beached whales. Connor's comment that Robinson might have invented the sentence about it being the first year of the fishery is implausible, and so can be dismissed as empty eisegesis. Connor contests the integrity of Robinson as a source of information, yet he was the most experienced massacre investigator in Australia at the time. He had investigated massacres of Aboriginal people in Tasmania in the early 1830s and his accumulated knowledge of how massacres happened had given him great insights into their investigation.
In his official report of his 1841 journey into western Victoria, Robinson discussed the incident in the following terms:
Among the remarkable places on the coast, is the 'Convincing Ground', originating in a severe conflict which took place a few years previous between the Aborigines and Whalers on which occasion a large number of the former were slain. The circumstances are that a whale had come on shore and the Natives who feed on the carcase claimed it was their own. The whalers said they would 'convince them' and had recourse to firearms. On this spot a fishery is now established. I understood it frequently happened, that several parties of fishermen, left by different whaling vessels, would engage in the pursuit of the same whale, and that in the struggle for possession, the whale would occasionally escape from them all and run ashore, in which case it is of little value to whalers, as the removal, &c, would be too tedious, and they in such cases carry away part of the head matter only. The natives never approach these whales, nor had they ever shewn themselves to the white people of Portland Bay; but as they have taken to eat the cast-away whales, it is their custom to send up a column of smoke when a whale appears in the bay, and the fishers understand the signal. This affords an instance of the sagacity of the natives, for they must have reflected, that by thus giving timely notice, a greater number will become competitors for the whale, and that consequently there will be a better chance of the whale running ashore, in which case a share must fall finally to them. 31 Clark 1990b: 108; 2001: 21. The fishers whom I saw were fine able fellows; and with their large ships and courageous struggles with the whales, they must seem terrible men of the sea to the natives. 32 An entry in Francis Henty's journal for this period notes that he rode with brother Edward and Mitchell 'to the convincing ground with him [ie Mitchell] when we parted '. 33 This could well explain the similarity between Mitchell's narrative and the later one given to Robinson -they both derive from Henty. Another observation to make on Mitchell's comment is that the reluctance of Aboriginal people in 1836 to approach beached whales that had escaped from whaling crews along with their contentment with eating cast-away whales is consistent with them having been taught a lesson that they were not to try to take beached whale but to wait their turn. Thus it is plausible that the Convincing Ground incident had already occurred and that Mitchell was describing the post-incident reality.
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Aboriginal harvesting of beached whale is supported by local squatter Thomas Browne, who argues that the Aboriginal people on and near the south-western coast of Victoria 'had been for untold generations accustomed to a dietary scale of exceptional liberality. The climate was temperate; the forests abounded in game; wild fowl at certain seasons were plentiful; while the sea supplied them with fish of all sorts and sizes, from a whale (stranded) to a whitebait '. 35 It is also confirmed by an article in the Portland Guardian of 13 July 1844. The newspaper reported that Aborigines were attracted to 'putrid carcasses of 2 or 3 whales near double corner after regaling themselves on the savory morsel which drew them from their ordinary haunts and employment to Portland. … Portland residents had not for two years witnessed such a large gallery of Aborigines and many visited their encampment and were confounded to see them profess to cook, and actually devour the filth which the whale carcass of the time rapidly decomposing, afforded them'.
When Robinson camped at Double Corner on 14 May 1841, 'from the general report of the settlers I was induced to suppose that the majority of the natives would be congregated at Portland Bay as the whaling season had commenced, and they would go there in quest of cun.der.bul, whales'. Robinson considered the congregation of large numbers at Portland Bay would be opportune for 32 Mitchell 1996 : 242-243. 33 Peel 1996 Of course another observation is that Mitchell's account lacks substance. Parker (2005) has suggested that the known practice of shore-based whaling -that of deliberately beaching whales for processing by tonguers -contradicts Mitchell's account. However, Parker's qualification is only sound if the whales are beached reasonably close to the try-works as any distance would make it difficult to carry strips of blubber to the nearest rendering plant. Mann (1839: 242) refers to the practice at Portland: 'A few years ago they had seventeen whales killed and dragged ashore at one time'. 35 Boldrewood 1969: 40 . Browne was at Squattleseamere station on the Eumeralla River south of Macarthur from 1844 until 1862.
he could procure supplies more easily for a large party at the bay than if they were inland as he would have to cart them at much expense. However, once in Portland, he learned from Edward Henty that 'the blacks had not visited the settlement at the bay for some years and the blacks at Mt Clay and between the first and second rivers are a wild set and will not allow white persons to come to them'. 36 At his first meeting with Blair, the police magistrate, Robinson noted: 'Mr Blair has had no communication with the natives and only knows what has been told him'. 37 Further on he noted: 'There have been no natives seen at Portland for the [blank] years. Indeed, they never visit the town and the Mount Clay natives will not allow any person to go near them'.
38 Again, this avoidance of Portland by the Mt Clay people supports the contention that things were not right at Portland.
Connor is of the view that a 'serious contemporary argument against the massacre story is the behaviour of the Aborigines' during Robinson's visit to the Portland district in May 1841. He claims that: 'Travelling to a camp closer to Double Corner they showed absolutely no fear of crossing the Convincing Ground site, or of the whalers'. 39 In fact Robinson and his attendants had a difficult time in keeping the Aborigines and the whalers apart. 40 The young whalers they encountered, both at the Convincing Ground and in the bush, tried hard to attract the attention of the Aboriginal women. This is Connor's third example of deflection. He is arguing that the massacre could never have happened because the Aboriginal people did not avoid the Convincing Ground during Robinson's visit in May 1841. Connor reveals his superficial understanding of the operation of the Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, in that he does not understand Robinson's modus operandi when he travelled in the early years of the protectorate with the intention of meeting Aboriginal people. Nor does he comprehend the affection and respect that Aboriginal groups conferred on Robinson. They were as keen to meet with him as he was with them. The reason for their willingness to travel to Double Corner was to meet with Robinson and to receive the gifts and food they were promised, as can be seen in the description above. A messenger has just arrived from the Convincing Ground with the intelligence that upwards of 200 Blacks have assembled there & the whalers are in consequence obliged to remain on shore, being in momentary expec-of an attack on their huts.
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The dispute with whalers was over Aboriginal women Jan Critchett has argued that there is another explanation of the conflict between whalers and Aboriginal people: that on 23 March 1842, MacDonald, the headsman at Captain Alexander Campbell's station on the Merri River near Port Fairy told Robinson 'some whalers had got among or with the N-[Native] women', and that this was the cause of the Convincing Ground dispute. 43 However not only has Critchett mistranscribed Robinson's journal entry, she has misunderstood its context. Robinson's entry is as follows:
It was 8 or 9 years ago the collision between the whalers & blacks took place at the Convincing Ground. MacDonald, the headman, said some got among or with the native women. 44 On this day Robinson met with 30 Aboriginal men and women from seven Dhauwurdwurrung clans. Presumably these people discussed the Convincing Ground massacre or it was raised by MacDonald or Campbell. With the correct transcription, MacDonald may not be claiming a different cause of the Convincing Ground massacre, but simply stating that some of the whalers were having sex with Aboriginal women. The greatest flaw with Critchett's argument is that when Robinson came to finalise and submit his official report of his 42 Blair 2 June 1841 in VPRS 10. This was not the only time conflict ensued after Robinson had visited a locality and met with local Aboriginal people. James Kirby (1895: 52) 1841 journey, which he completed and submitted after his March 1842 sortie to Port Fairy, he did not change his description of the Convincing Ground: the narrative continued to be around conflict over a beached whale, not over access to Aboriginal women. Robinson was never afraid to comment on and be critical of the sexual exploitation of Aboriginal women, so it is unlikely that he would be coy here. Thus the two sentences are not connected and the cause of the dispute remains contested ownership of a beached whale.
Connor makes much of the 1842 report: 'Robinson's last reference to the Convincing Ground appears in his official report which was not written until October 1842 -some 17 months after he had visited Portland'. 45 He is critical that the 'text has sometimes been given out of chronological order by historians' and in his article and chapter he places it in the correct order. Connor makes much of this chronology, but ultimately it is a deflection that when examined in greater detail does more harm than good to Connor's case. That the official report was in all likelihood finalised after Robinson's 1842 visit to the Port Fairy district strengthens the Convincing Ground case and weakens Connor's argument dramatically. The report was submitted to government on 7 October 1842, the date of its accession. Robinson returned to Melbourne from his five month Western District expedition in August 1841 and promised La Trobe 'a full report of my proceedings I shall do myself the honour to transmit for the information of the Government'. 46 Robinson took 14 months to submit the report. We cannot be certain when the final report was written, but if we accept that it was written after Robinson's March 1842 Port Fairy visit, then the consistency between Robinson's official report and his 1841 journal entries confirms that Critchett's and Connor's arguments that there is another explanation for the conflict between the whalers and Aborigines have little credibility.
Another problem with the two sentences in Robinson's 23 March 1842 journal entry is that they may not be related to one another. Connor observes that in my 1995 publication I seem to be: separating the two sentences so that the first is taken to be a reference to the fight over the whale and the second no more than an irrelevant general comment about whalers and women. When Clark told the story in Scars in the Landscape, he did not print the two sentences or even mention MacDonald. 47 Connor is correct: this was a deliberate separation. In Robinson's journal his narrative for that particular day is interrupted by two pages of jottings. On the first page was the sentence that: 'It was 8 or 9 years ago the collision between the whalers & blacks took place at the Convincing Ground'; and on the second page, the sentence: 'MacDonald, the headman, said some got among or with the native women'. While Connor quite rightly went to the primary source and consulted Robinson's 1841 manuscript, he should also have gone to Robinson's 1842 manuscript where he would have seen that they are not in all likelihood connected, and this would have made sense of the Convincing Ground entry in my 1995 publication. Nevertheless, even if they are related, the argument that MacDonald is proffering a new explanation for the Convincing Ground incident is flawed.
A place where whalers settled their own disputes
When Robinson was told about the Convincing Ground place name he was given a second explanation by surveyor CJ Tyers. He said that the name emerged because 'when the whalers had any disputes they went on shore and there settled it by fighting'. 48 Surveyor Tyers had been in the Portland district since November 1840. Of the two explanations given to him, Robinson considered Blair's explanation relating to a contest over a beached whale to be the more feasible, especially after what Henty had told him.
There are two nineteenth-century published references to the Convincing Ground. The first from George Dunderdale gave the following explanation of the name: 'the Convincing Ground, which was so-called because the whalers used to go down there to fight, and convince one another who was the best man'. 49 The second reference is found in a March 1888 address entitled 'Victoria' given by Dr James Moorhouse, the Right Rev the Lord Bishop of Manchester, which he delivered to members of the Manchester Geographical Society, and subsequently published in the Society's journal: 50 At last, however, two gentlemen called Henty went from Tasmania and landed at Portland. They set up an establishment, which was partly a grazing establishment and partly a fishing establishment. They catch whales there, which is, perhaps, something you did not know. This was one of the employments of the persons engaged by these Hentys. I may tell you, in passing, that it was difficult to keep order in those early days. The people were not lawless, but they were rough. And when the partners got any persons to enter their service they were apt to affirm their own independence and there was no way of reducing them to subjection and of keeping order in the little settlement but by appointing one of the partners to [be] the representative of physical force. There was a certain field, which was called the "Convincing Ground", and if any man thought he was a better man than the master, Mr Henty would say "Come to the Convincing Ground". Thither they would go, take off their Is it perhaps the boasting of an old man in his later years overstating his physical prowess during the early years of Portland's settlement trying to impress his listener with a crude system of employer-employee dispute resolution? Does it tell us anything about the origin of the place name or does it simply provide us with a variant description of the use of the site by the Hentys?
Connor argues that Robinson got it wrong, and considers that of the accounts given to Robinson, those of Blair and Tyers:
Tyers's suggestion was possibly more feasible, for 'convincing ground' was a phrase with definite and known meanings in the nineteenth century. In the Australian National Dictionary a convincing ground is defined as a place where prize or grudge fights were held. Illustrating usage, the dictionary gave examples ranging from an 1830 Sydney newspaper to a 1951 Australian novel. In 1898 George Dunderdale, in The Book of the Bush, wrote that Portland's Convincing Ground 'was socalled because the whalers used to go down there to fight, and convince one another who was the best man'. Dunderdale would not have read 51 57 Connor is citing from the second edition of Dunderdale's work, and has not indicated that it was first published in 1870 by Ward, Lock & Co, of London. He also fails to mention that Dunderdale arrived in Victoria in 1853 and never lived in the Portland district. When he arrived in Victoria, he joined the central goldfields, and within four years had settled at Colac where he commenced his first appointment in the government service. In 1869 he left western Victoria for public service in south Gippsland, from where he published The Book of the Bush. He published very detailed accounts of early colonial life in Victoria, some of it of events that took place before he arrived in the colony. How could he know this detail? How did he come across these 'truthful sketches'? Walsh and Hooton consider Dunderdale's stories and sketches 'consist of historical narratives or fictional reconstructions of Australian history, dealing with the more colourful aspects of topics such as discovery and exploration, pioneering in Gippsland, convicts, shipwrecks, whaling, sealers and swagmen'. 58 It is possible that Dunderdale knew Tyers and received information directly from him, 59 so Tyers may be the source of the Convincing Ground gloss that he presents. Connor seems to put aside the textual criticism he applies to Robinson and his informant Blair and then fails to apply it to Dunderdale. As a result, he blindly accepts Dunderdale's explanation of the convincing ground because Dunderdale was 'repeating what everyone in the nineteenth century took for granted'. Once again, Connor is being misleading and selective of nineteenth-century references to convincing grounds. It is possible that Tyers and Dunderdale were simply guessing the origin of the Convincing Ground place name by applying their understanding of its use in other contexts in Australia.
Connor makes the following comment on the validity of Tyers' gloss on the toponym: 'Tyers suggested it was a place where the whalers went to settle their disputes. This is a completely feasible suggestion. Convincing Ground was a common term for such a place and has been used in this sense in other parts of Australia'. 60 A search of nineteenth-and early twentieth-century Australian newspapers and publications confirms that 'convincing ground' was indeed a term in common use. However, its application is not as simple or as exclusive as suggested by Connor. A brief sortie through the literature confirms that the use of the term 'convincing ground' is not confined to the definition given by Partridge and 71 Edmund Finn described a Grand Stand serving as a convincing ground for a contortion contest known as 'collar grinning', that was held on the first public race day in Victoria on 6 March 1838 on Batman's Hill. 72 The venue for Melbourne's first duel between Peter Snodgrass and William Ryrie in 1840, 'a grassy common on the verge of the swamp northwardly adjoining Batman's Hill', was also referred to as 'the convincing ground '. 73 In these examples the use of the term 'convincing ground' implies overcoming, vanquishing, and winning a contest, whether it be a sporting contest or a political contest. This understanding is consistent with Blair's explanation that the place name 'Convincing Ground' near Portland owes its origin to a dispute between whalers and Aborigines over a beached whale. The whalers named it Convincing Ground because it was where they had overcome and vanquished their Aboriginal opponents in the contest over a beached whale and they had shown the Aborigines the error of their ways. This is what toponymists refer to as an 'incident name' commemorating an event.
74 But equally, its use in contemporary literature is consistent with Tyers' explanation that it originated with whalers settling their disputes by fighting. Thus both explanations have credibility when compared with other vernacular uses of the term 'convincing ground'.
One of the curious things about Tyers' explanation is the fact that other than the Dunderdale reference and the address by Bishop Moorhouse, it is not possible to find any other contemporary reference to the Convincing Ground near Portland as a place where whalers settled their disputes. Henty's writings, for example, 63 do not discuss whalers going to the Convincing Ground to settle disputes, which is striking given Moorhouse has situated the Hentys as central to the Convincing Ground narrative. This must weaken the claim that its origin stems from a series of convincing events in which whalers went to this place to settle their grievances.
There are two toponymic possibilities not considered by Connor. The first is that the toponym 'convincing ground' may be polysemic in its vernacular usage in nineteenth and early twentieth century Australasia, that is, that it is a toponym with multiple, related meanings, as seen in the variant meanings chronicled above. The second is that the 'convincing ground' toponym at Allestree may be an onomastic palimpsest, representing accumulated iterations, glosses or etymologies laid one over the other, literally the accumulation and reinforcement of toponymic ideas over time. It is common to find place names with contested histories -a careful reading of any place names dictionary will reveal many examples. It is plausible that the dispute over possession of the beached whale predated and preempted the use of the site as a convincing ground in Tyers' sense, where the whalers elected to settle their own disputes, that is, that it became the ground where the whalers chose to settle disputes between themselves, as they had earlier with the Aborigines. Thus it is possible that both explanations are not mutually exclusive, and may both have integrity, yet Connor does not countenance this possibility.
Origin of name: Mitchell's 1836 Australia Felix expedition
In the third explanation which is posited by local Portland historian JG Wiltshire, 75 and repeated by Wright, 76 the name is held to have originated with Major Thomas Mitchell's Australia Felix 1836 exploration party, who, at that point on the coast on 30 August 1836, was convinced that 'the shapes which I thought were rocks were indeed whalers' huts'. 77 However, the major problem with this explanation is that the place name existed before Mitchell's visit. The earliest reference to the Convincing Ground locality is an entry in Edward Henty's diary dated 17 September 1835, where he noted that he 'walked to Convincing Ground'. 78 This reference proves that the explanation that the name originates from Mitchell is erroneous. I was one of the first to note the shortcomings of Wiltshire's explanation, yet it is still promulgated by some sources such as Wright.
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So we have three accounts of the origin of the 'Convincing Ground' toponym: Blair's account that it related to a particular conflict between Aboriginal people and whalers over a beached whale; Tyers' account that it originated from the settlement of disputes between whalers; and Wiltshire's version that it is connected with the explorer, Mitchell's, 1836 visit to Portland. 75 Wiltshire 1976 . 76 Wright 2003 . 77 Wiltshire 1976 : 26. 78 Peel 1996 : 89. 79 Clark 1990 Wright 2003: 39. In discussing the shortcomings of 'historical realism', 80 Attwood has noted that the lack of hard documentation in academic accounts for an alleged killing 'does not necessarily mean that the violence that their accounts point towards did not occur. (A lack of hard evidence does not mean the absence of a violent event)'. 81 Attwood promotes another approach 'reading the signs' as offering new potential to understand the past. He writes:
As such, the task of the historian is not simply one of extracting information or quarrying facts from historical sources in order to reveal some reality. (Reading the signs regards this approach as necessary and crucial for historical research, but not as sufficient). Instead, the role of the historian is also one of discerning meaning in historical texts by attending to their creative dimension in order to suggest what the reality might have been. In this, historians contend that much in historical sources points to the real rather than reflecting it.
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Robinson was adept at reading the signs when he met both Aboriginal people and Europeans on the frontier. He read such contextual evidence as the fractured Aboriginal demography on the Portland coast, and the inter-cultural interaction he witnessed at Portland and its hinterland, especially the views he received from Henty, Blair, and Lilley, as supporting Blair's explanation of the origin of the Convincing Ground place name. All this points to this toponymic explanation as the most likely.
Evidence for violence between Aboriginal people and whalers in Portland Bay
Corris has noted that the 'sealers and whalers who began to visit the southwest coast early in the nineteenth century left little evidence of their activities there', and observed that evidence of their relations with Aborigines is hard to find.
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He observed that local squatter Thomas Browne aka Rolf Boldrewood 'hinted at more violent and passionate contacts between whalers such as "Port Fairy 80 Attwood (2005a: 161) understands this as the view of some historians 'that the frontier could be known by adopting conventional scientific methods', by assuming 'that historical truth would be realised by doing large amounts of research and sifting through the so-called historical record for historical facts (which they regarded as "hard historical evidence"). They asserted that their interpretations were grounded in the historical sources and historical facts, and they provided accounts in which they amassed examples and detail as documentary proof of the story they told'. 81 Attwood 2005a: 162. This latter point is worth reinforcing. Many early colonists such as Niel Black (Journal 9 December 1839), GT Lloyd (1862) , and Henry Meyrick (correspondence 30 April 1846) confirm that violence against Aboriginal people and Aboriginal deaths were widespread in early Victoria. Meyrick's letter reveals an unwillingness to detail this violence and suggests that there existed in colonial Victoria an attitude of silence that preserved the anonymity of those involved and made detection extremely difficult. Connor fails to discuss this silence. 82 Attwood 2005a : 163. 83 Corris 1968 Campbell and his merry men", and the Aborigines, but he gave no details'. 84 In March 1836, John Wedge in a letter to John Montagu, the Colonial Secretary of Van Diemen's Land, referred to an attack on Aboriginal people in Westernport Bay by a party of whalers who were employed to strip bark. Captain Hart brought Charles Griffiths' party of whalers from Portland at the end of the 1834 season to Western Port to strip wattle-bark in an effort to keep them in employment and prevent them from being employed by an opposition fishing party. 85 Wedge discussed attacks on Aborigines at Portland, in the following words:
About a year and a half ago a similar attack was made upon the natives and four of their women were taken from them. It is to be lamented like outrages have been committed upon the Aborigines at Portland Bay and other whaling stations, and unless some measures be adopted to protect the natives, a spirit of hostility will be created against the whites, which in all probability will lead to a state of warfare between them and the Aborigines, which will only terminate when the black man will cease to exist.
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In 1839, a Launceston doctor, GC Collier wrote to the Colonial Secretary in Sydney of an alleged massacre of Aboriginal people in Portland Bay by exconvict servants of the Henty family. Governor Gipps directed Police Magistrate Captain Foster Fyans to investigate the allegations. Of the men at Portland, Henty reported 'from the appearance of the men about the place, I conclude they are a bad lot of ruffians 87 -quite independent … every fellow appears the Master and no doubt numerous bad, and improper acts, have been committed and hid from us'. 88 Fyans recommended that a Police Magistrate and three constables and three mounted policemen be appointed 'which would be the means of … keeping the community in decent order for if allowed to go on in their present state -I fear all will not end well'. 89 Fyans noted of the Aborigines in the Portland district in 1839: 'About 30 miles from this [Portland] towards Port Fairy, the natives are numerous and to all appearance in great agitation on our appearance, which to me fully proves of bad acts being committed on them'. 90 Police Magistrate James Blair once he had taken his position at Portland 'certainly found the men unruly. He described the Portland population as composed of the "very dregs of society". "The majority of the people here", he wrote in late 1840, "are men who had absconded from whaling gangs and the lawless lives they have led … render a much stronger force necessary to subdue them" '. 91 In all the correspondence from Collier, Fyans' report, and in the depositions taken from the Henty brothers, there is no reference made to the Convincing Ground. 84 Corris 1968 : 52. 85 Powling 1980 : 14. 86 JH Wedge to John Montagu, 15 March 1836 in Jones 1981 : 35. 87 Jones (1981 transcribes this as 'they are a sad set of ruffians'. 88 Bassett 1954 : 446. 89 Bassett 1954 : 446. 90 Jones 1981 : 254. 91 Critchett 1990 Edward Henty deposed that since his arrival on 19 November 1834, until October 1838, 'we were on the most friendly terms with the natives'. 92 Stephen Henty gave Fyans the 'Journal of everything which has taken place at this establishment since November 1834, and to the best of my belief, every occurrence which has taken place has been entered in the books now produced and delivered to you '. 93 Stephen Henty, in his 1854 letter to La Trobe does not mention the Convincing Ground, but he does assert that during 1835, 'we were entirely dependent upon ourselves, both for supplies from Van Diemen's Land and for protection against the natives and the many runaway prisoners who were at large at and around the whaling establishment'. 94 The implications here are that the Hentys and their men were not involved in the Convincing Ground incident and/or that it occurred before they arrived in November 1834. Learmonth has observed that it 'was not until after two months' residence that any natives appear to have been seen near Henty's settlement; the sealers and whalers of former years had no doubt driven the aborigines back from the locality'.
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Who was involved?
It is likely that the whalers who disputed ownership of the beached whale were 'tonguers'. Tonguers 'were those who contracted to tow the whale carcasses ashore and to cut them up and who received in payment the oil from the dissected carcass, including the tongue and interior parts'. 96 The violence levelled at Edward Henty by his whaling men during a dispute over pay in April 1835, when Henty intimated he was going to cut a beached whale with help from other employees, adds credibility to the massacre account.
97 If the whalers were willing to threaten Henty with violence, how much more violent would they have been willing to be toward Aboriginal people over possession of a disputed whale?
In terms of the Aboriginal people involved, it is presumed that those involved were local clanspeople -three clans in Portland and its surrounds have been reconstructed: the Kilkarer gundidj of the Convincing Ground and the Ngure gundidj and Borne gundidj from the vicinity of Portland. 98 In 1841 Robinson learned that the Kilkarer gundidj clan that belonged to the Convincing Ground had been reduced to two young men: Pollikeunnuc and Yarereryarerer. He 92 Cannon 1983 : 631. 93 Cannon 1983 : 633. 94 Bride 1983 : 123f. 95 Learmonth 1934 In the 1845 Report from the NSW Select Committee on the Condition of the Aborigines, James Malcolm, a settler at Merriang, north of Melbourne, since 1836 (see Billis and Kenyon 1974: 110) , replied to the question 'to what extent the blacks have suffered loss of life from the whites?', that 'I have heard that some blacks have been killed in the district; but this has not been the case with us, so much as it is said to have been in the Portland Bay District' (New South Wales 1845: 15). 96 Bassett 1954 : 310. 97 Peel 1996 : 61. 98 Clark 1990 also noted that the remnant of these clans had united with the Kart gundidj of Mount Clay, where they remained. 99 The western end of the Mount Clay range is within 13 kilometres of Portland.
100 This demographic information is consistent with the Aboriginal origin of the Convincing Ground name and attests to some intervention in their decline. It is also consistent with Wedge's correspondence that 'outrages have been committed upon the Aborigines at Portland Bay and other whaling stations'.
101 It underscores that introduced disease can not plausibly account for this demographic decline, as it is unlikely that three contiguous coastal groups would be practically defunct by 1841, yet an inland group only 13 kilometres away would be some 158 strong. This demographic contrast was noted by Wiltshire when he observed that by the 1830s there were very few Aboriginal people belonging to Portland remaining, however not far inland, 'there were quite a number of natives living their normal lives '. 102 Robinson also learned that Aboriginal people had not visited the Portland township since its formation. The entries in Robinson's journal and report are as follows:
[Edward Henty] Said the blacks had not visited the settlement at the bay for some years and the blacks at Mount Clay and between the first and second rivers are a wild set and will not allow white persons to come to them. (In this they are wise).
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There have been no natives seen at Portland for the [blank] years. Indeed, they never visit the town and the Mount Clay natives will not allow any person to go near them.
104
[George Lilley, merchant, auctioneer and commission agent] said a black had not been seen in the town for some years. He thought all was not right.
105
No natives were seen in the township or vicinage since its formation and the nearest were those of Mount Clay, twenty miles east but too wild it was said to communicate with.
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This is a significant point for in other settlements in the Port Phillip district, such as Melbourne and Geelong, Aboriginal presence was a major issue and protectorate officials were under constant pressure from colonial authorities to discourage Aboriginal people in townships. 107 The extraordinary absence of Aboriginal people from the Portland township and the existence of a remnant from the three clans local to Portland also supports the thesis that relations between the whalers and local Aboriginal people at Portland were poor.
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Another observation that requires some explanation is that until Robinson's visit in 1841, Aboriginal people had kept away from the whaling stations in Portland Bay. This is contrary to the situation in South Australia where whaling stations attracted large numbers of Aboriginal people. 109 Aboriginal avoidance of Portland and its whale fisheries attests to a violent past, and supports the likelihood that a massacre took place.
How many Aboriginal people were killed?
In terms of the Convincing Ground incident and the number of Aboriginal deaths, Robinson noted the following in his journal:
My acquaintence with the natives is not so intimate as to ascertain the extent of the injuries to which they have been subjected but it has not been of the best description as the admission of E. Henty and others of the attack made in consequence of the whale will shew. There is only two of the tribe who once inhabited the country at the Convincing Ground now alive (see vocabulary), and only one old man who belonged to the tribe once belonging to the country where the township of Portland now is.
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In his official report of his 1841 journey, Robinson reported that 'a large number of the former [ie Aborigines] were slain'.
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Connor is right to be concerned with the estimates of the death toll of the massacre. Some of them are extrapolations based on estimates of typical Aboriginal clan sizes in south-west Victoria. However there are potentially so many depopulation variables at play (such as European violence, introduced disease, infertility caused by venereal disease) that any death count for this massacre can only be speculative. The most explicit comment from Robinson was that a large number of Aborigines were slain. This is supported by the depopulation he noted of the three clans in the immediate neighbourhood of the Convincing Ground locality.
Robinson made the following entries concerning the specific demography of the Kilkarer gundidj belonging to the Convincing Ground locality: 108 Connor (2005a: 144) asserts that I have 'misrepresented' these entries. I agree with Conner that my assertions that there was a Kart gundidj embargo on visits to the township (see Clark 1990: 33; 1995: 22) is a misreading of 'will not allow any person to go near them'. However, Connor's interpretation of the significance of the absence of Aboriginal people in Portland since its formation is similarly flawed. There are four distinct references to this avoidance and Connor (2005: 144) only alludes to the first two. Arkley's (2000: 177) 115 Assuming Robinson's larger Kilkarer gundidj list is in error, this leaves four Kilkarer gundidj, the two young men Yarereryarerermite and Polikeunnuc and another two: Carcurrercort and Umberrerboorn. It is possible that Robinson's field notes were wrong and he corrected them when he wrote his journal entries. However, it is important to note that when he wrote his official report of his 1841 journey he did not amend his journal observation that there were only two Kilkarer gundidj men living. In his official report of the 1841 journey, Robinson presented the following: 'of the once powerful Kil-care-er, who inhabited the country between Portland and the Surry River, two young men, Pol-like-un-nuc and Yare-rer-yare-rer, survive'.
Writing on Kilkarer gundidj demography, Critchett notes that there were six Kilcarer 'survivors' near Portland in 1841. 116 Connnor is also aware of the larger figure in Robinson's papers and asserts: 'Although this [the claim that there are only two left of this group] has been generally accepted by historians it is incorrect'.
117 Clearly Critchett and Connor did not examine the various census lists with any care, for had they done so they would have been aware of the discrepancies identified above. Connor makes much of the different estimates of the death toll, yet given the careful analysis of the demographic information available to us, we will never know the precise numbers of Aboriginal people killed in this massacre. This is the case with most mass killings.
When did the massacre occur?
In my reconstructions I have considered that the massacre took place in 1833-34. 118 Critchett concurs with this timeframe. 119 There are four references in Robinson's writings that mention when the event may have taken place:
• 'two or three years ago '. 120 Robinson is guessing here, and if the incident is the source of the place name, then his guess is obviously incorrect, as primary sources show the name was in common usage in 1835, which is something Robinson would not have been privileged to know as he was not a local.
• 'It was the first year of the fishery, and the whalers having used their guns beat them off and hence called the spot the Convincing Ground'.
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If the origin of the place name is tied to the conflict over a beached whale, and as the name was in usage by 27 October 1835, then it had to be before October 1835.
• 'It was 8 or 9 years ago the collision between the whalers & blacks took place at the Convincing Ground'. 122 The source of this statement is unclear. It could be the whaler Captain Alexander Campbell, or MacDonald, a headsman, presumably in the employ of Campbell, or an unidentified Aboriginal source.
• 'severe conflict which took place a few years previous '. 123 In 1841 Robinson was told by Henty and Blair that the event occurred in the first year of the fishery at Double Corner. However, given Wedge's October 1835 account that there were three whaling establishments at Double Corner, it is unclear as to which fishery Robinson is alluding to. The Henty brothers established their fishery during the 1835 whaling season, 124 and although this is the year in which Edward Henty first began to use the place name, later correspondence between the Henty brothers and colonial authorities never mentioned the Convincing Ground in any discussion of conflict with Aboriginal people. Therefore, the year 1835 is unlikely as there is no reference to the confrontation in any of the writings of the Henty brothers for that year. Presumably, then it occurred prior to Edward Henty's arrival in November 1834, which means that the reference to the first year of the fishery, must be to another fishery, presumably William Dutton's. The third reference dates the massacre occurring in either 1833 or 1834, and this temporal reference is the most plausible, as this period falls within the first year of Dutton's fishery from March 1833 to March 1834, 125 thus there is a synchronicity between Robinson's second and third references.
Connor asserts that one of the fundamental problems with the dating of the Convincing Ground incident as being in the whaling season of 1833/34 is that 'Clark undermines his own case. For at that time, Edward Henty, whose story is our only source for the incident, had not even arrived at Portland'. 126 Yet it is curious that Connor does not apply this same concern to Tyers or Dunderdale, neither of whom were present at the genesis of the Convincing Ground toponym. He is happy to accept them as sources, even though Tyers had not arrived until late 1840 and Dunderdale had not arrived in Victoria until 1853.
Conclusion
In 2005, Connor presented a case study in which he assessed the historiography of the Convincing Ground. He concluded: 'On the presently available evidence there probably was a fight between Aborigines and whalers over a carcass of a whale at Portland but it was probably not at Convincing Ground and probably Convincing Ground was not named because of a massacre. A possibility is that the whale in Henty's story broke free and ended up beached at or near Double Corner, not at the Convincing Ground, and the fight took place there'.
127 According to Anderson, by focussing 'on anomalies in dates, transcription errors 128 and descriptions of events by various people as recorded by George Augustus Robinson and subsequently analysed by academic historian Ian Clark', Connor 'seeks to support his broader agenda that academic historians have manipulated sources to present incorrect evidence, and bad history'. 129 Anderson's assessment of Connor's critique of the historiography of the Convincing Ground is that 'on the balance of "probabilities" Connor fails to achieve his goal of undermining Robinson's credibility as the sole official source and Clark's subsequent analysis, though he does raise legitimate concerns about the work of later researchers and cultural heritage consultants, who have arrived at their own conclusions with no basis in the historical facts available'. 130 Anderson further comments 125 Wiltshire 1975 : 16. 126 Connor 2005a : 149. 127 Connor 2005a It is interesting to note that when the Heritage Council of Victoria registered the Convincing Ground on the Victorian Heritage Register, it commented: 'The submissions to the Committee contain numerous discussions about the differences in transcription of Robinson's journals. ... The Committee has reviewed these, and concludes that given the difficult nature of the original documents, transcription errors are unsurprising, and that most of the possible differences in transcriptions raised at the Hearing are of little consequence in determining the cultural heritage significance of this place' (Buckley et al 2006 : 13 in Anderson 2006 131 Warden has noted that '[o]ne of the more instructive outcomes of the history wars has been the reminder, painful for some, that getting one's facts and footnotes right is a duty rather than a virtue. … The recent battle of the facts and the footnotes has inflated and exaggerated simple errors into gross moral failing. What was once pedantry in criticism has been newly fashioned as a flail against the fabricators '. 132 This study has shown that Connor's research into the usage of the phrase 'convincing ground' in the nineteenth century has been superficial. Likewise, his analysis of publications that discuss the specific Convincing Ground toponym near Portland has been inadequate. He failed to refer to Dunderdale's first edition and was unaware of Moorhouse's Manchester address. Although Connor has attempted to deny that the Convincing Ground massacre took place, his tactics of massacre denial have failed. He has employed methods of exegesis and report discounting to dismiss evidence that does not suit his argument; he has used the tactic of deflection; deliberately obfuscated the evidence; contested the integrity of the informants and the situation in which the evidence was first presented; challenged the integrity of GA Robinson; questioned the different estimates of the death toll; and focused on minor anomalies in dates and mistranscriptions as evidence of 'bad history'. The actual date of the massacre is uncertain, and we may never know the numbers of Aboriginal people killed. However the evidence that it took place is overwhelming.
Connor's wider research also has been found wanting. His preference for one explanation of the origin of the Convincing Ground toponym over the other is biased and his examination of other uses of the term 'convincing ground' is superficial and inadequate. His analysis suggests his position was predetermined. He avoided consideration of the implications of three factors: the demographic decline of the Aboriginal clans in the vicinity of Portland; Aboriginal avoidance of Portland; and independent confirmation that relations between the whalers and Aboriginal people at Portland Bay were violent. When taken together these factors support the narrative that the Convincing Ground toponym has its origin in a dispute between whalers and Aborigines over a beached whale. Furthermore, Connor fails to consider the possibility that the phrase 'convincing ground' is polysemous which means that we should not expect to find a singular homogenous explanation or application in the literature. He also fails to discuss the real possiblity that the toponym may be a palimpsest and that both the Aboriginal-whaler dispute narrative and the intra-whaler dispute narrative may be legitimate explanations relevant at particular moments in the place's history. 
